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A Steiner space is a Steiner triple system that is not generated by a triangle. We 
give new constructions of Steiner spaces and solve the existence problem of 
Steiner spaces of order v for all but 4 values of v. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A linear space is a set S, whose elements are called points, provided with 
certain distinguished subsets called lines such that any two distinct points x 
and y are contained in exactly one line denoted by xy and any line has at 
least two points. 
When no confusion is possible, we use the same symbol for a linear space 
and its set of points. 
A mbspace of a linear space S is a subset D of S such that any line having 
at least two points in D is contained in D. The set of all lines of S contained 
in D defines a linear space on D. We often identify the subspace D with this 
induced linear space. If confusion is possible, however, we denote. this 
induced linear space by S j D. 
If X is a subset of the linear space S, the subspace generated by X is the 
intersection of all subspaces containing X and will be denoted by (X). 
A plane of a linear space S is a subspace generated by a triangle, that is 
by three noncollinear points of 5’. 
The length of a linear space S is the length of the lattice of all subspaces 
of S, ordered by inclusion, and is denoted by I(S). 
As in [12], the dimension of a linear space S is the smallest cardinal number 
n such that there exists a subset of n + 1 points generating S. 
A linear space is called dimensional if for every subspace X of S and 
every point x $ X, there is no subspace Y of S with X$ Y g <X, x). 
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A free set of a linear space S is a subset F of S such that for any x E F we 
have (F - {x)> # (F>. 
A free set A of a linear space S is called a base if {A) = S. 
In a dimensional linear space every free set is contained in a base and all 
bases have the same cardinality [2]. 
A paralIe1 class of a linear space S is a partition of S into lines. 
A group divisible design GB(K; v) (where v is an integer and K is a set of 
integers) is a linear space S of Y points provided with two subsets ,B and y 
of the set 9(S) of all lines of S, where 
(i) p n y = $ and ,B u y = P(S). 
(ii) The elements of y are pairwise disjoint. 
(iii) (/B/; BE/~}CK. 
The elements of y and the points of S not contained in an element of y 
are called groups, the elements of ,B are called blocks. A group divisible design 
is called resolvable if its blocks can be partitioned into parallel classes. A 
transversal design T(s, t) is a GB((s}, s . t) in which all groups have t points. 
A T(3, t) is called a tricover. It is well known that the existence of a trans- 
versal design T(s, t) is equivalent to the existence of s - 2 mutually ortho- 
gonal latin squares of order t, that a T(s, t) (s > 3) exists iff a resolvable 
T(s - 1, t) exists, that T(3, t) exist for any t, and that T(4, t) exist for any 
t # 2 and 6 [l, 71. 
A Steiner triple system S(2, 3, v) (v E N), is a linear space of v points in 
which all lines have three points. It is well known that a necessary and suf- 
ficient condition for the existence of an S(2, 3, v) with v # 0 is v = 1 or 
3 (mod 6) [13]. 
The following theorem was proved by Doyen and Wilson [5]: 
THEOREM. Let v and w be integers congruent to 1 or 3 (mod 6). There 
exists an S(2, 3, v) containing a proper subspace of w points $ v > 2w + 1. 
In [15] Szamkolowicz proposed the following classification of Steiner 
triple systems: 
A Steiner triple system S containing more than one line is called 
(i) a nondegeaerate plane if any triangle generates S; 
(ii) a degenerate plane if there is a triangle generating S and a triangle 
not generating S; 
s2) 
a Steiner space if there is no triangle generating S, i.e., if dim 
I . 
Doyen [3, 41 proved that there is a nondegenerate plane of v points for 
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any z = 1 or 3 (mod 6), v > 7 and a degenerate plane of v points for any 
v z 1 or 3 (mod 6) with v > 15. 
The Steiner spaces having at most 27 points were classified independently 
by J. Hall [6] and the author [16]. In [18] the author classified all Steiner 
spaces of order < 43. 
Hilton [l 1] generaliied the problem by studying the existence of S(2, 3, v) 
of dimension K He proved that for every integer n > 2, there is an integer 
c@) such that an ,S(Z, 3, U) of dimension a exists for every v = 1 or 3 (mod 4), 
u 2 a(n) and that there is an S(2,3, v) of dimension 3 for all v > 867. 
Hilton also constructed many ,S(2, 3, D) of dimension 3 with v < 867, solving 
the existence problem of S(2, 3, v) of dimension 3 for all but 84 values of 0. 
In this paper we prove that if an ,S(2,3, .v) of dimension n exists? then there 
exists an ,S(2, 3, v) of dimension F$ for all n’ with 2 < n’ < 8, showing that 
the problem studied by Hilton, namely, to determine the values of v for 
which there exists an S(2, 3, v) of dimension 3, is equivalent to the problem 
of SzamkoZowicz, namely, to determine the values of u for which there exists 
a Steiner space of order v. We give new techniques for constructing Steiner 
spaces and construct Steiner spaces for 77 new values of v. 
In [18], we proved that there are no Steiner spaces of order 33, 37? 
and 43. 
SO the number of values for which the existence of Steiner spaces is still 
in doubt is reduced to 4. These values are 51, 67, 69, and 145* 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF AN s(2,3,v) OF D~ivwwo~ n FROM AN 
,S(2, 3, v) OF DIMENSION n -+ 1. 
If S is a Steiner triple system the following properties are immediately 
clear: 
l(S) = 0 -eb s = $6, 
l(S) = 1 e S is a point, 
l(S) = 2 e S is a line, 
l(S) = 3 * S is a nondegenerate plane, dim S < &S) - 1. 
If i E Z, 0 < i < Z(,S’), then there is a subspace V of S with Iength f. 
We now prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. If there exists un 5’(2, 3, vj of dimension n: thea there exists 
an S(2, 3, u) of dimension n’ for all integers n! with 2 < n’ < n. 
.&oo$ Let S0 be an S(2, 3, v) of dimension n on a set S. We construct 
from So an S(2,3, v) of dimension 12 - 1. Since an ,5’{2> 3, v) of dimension 2 
exists for all v 2 7 we may suppose n > 4. 
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If we denote by S’ a Steiner triple system obtained by replacing in So the 
lines of a nondegenerate plane by the lines of another Steiner triple system 
constructed on the same set of points, then dim S’ > n - I. So either an 
S(2, 3, ZJ) of dimension n - 1 exists or replacing the lines of a nondegenerate 
plane SO 1 T of SO by the lines of another Steiner triple system on T cannot 
reduce the dimension. 
Suppose now that replacing the lines of a subspace SO [ Y of length < i 
(i > 3) by the lines of another Steiner triple system on Y of arbitrary length 
cannot reduce the dimension, and let U be a subspace of length i + 1. 
Clearly l-7 # S since otherwise replacing a subspace of S,, 1 U of length i 
by a nondegenerate plane on U would give dim SO < 3, contradicting the 
hypotheses B > 4. If we replace SO 1 U by another Steiner triple system 
U., on U we get a Steiner triple system S1 . Let a1 ,..., Q+~~ be n - 1 points 
of S, let V (respectively, V1) be the subspace generated in S,, (respectively, S1) 
by these n - 1 points. We prove that VI # S. Denote by S% the linear space 
obtained by replacing the lines of S,, ] U by 1 U ](I U 1 - 1)/2 lines of 2 points. 
In Sz, the points a1 ,..., qP1 generate a subspace V2 . If U n V. is the empty 
set or a point then VI = V2 = V # S. Suppose now U n V2 contains two 
points x1 and q . Let x8 be the third point of the line through x1 and q in S1 . 
x CJ = <Xl 2 x2 > &o then VI C (V, U)so = (V, x3)so # S since dim 
so = n. 
If CJ + <Xl > % > %ho 3 consider a maximal proper subspace SO 1 T of 
SO [ U containing x1 , x2 , and x3 and replace it by a nondegenerate plane Tz 
on T containing the line {x1 , x2 , x3} (this is always possible except when 
{q , x2 , x3} is a line of S,, / U and when this line is a maximal proper subspace 
of SO 1 U, but then we consider a point x4 E U-{xl , x2, x3} and get VI C 
(V, U)so = (V, x&so # S), to obtain a Steiner triple system Ss with dim 
ss > n. 
In & the points a1 ,..., amel generate a subspace V3 . If V3 c~ U = {xl , x2 , 
x& we have that V3 is also a subspace of S1 , so Vs # Sl . If V3 I-I U 3 T, let 
l g U - T. The subspace generated in & by aI ,..., anpI , 1 contains U, so is a 
subspace of S1, and this subspace is distinct from S, so VI # S. So we may 
suppose that V3 n U does not contain T, i.e., V3 n T = {q , x2 , x&, and 
that V8 has a point x in U - T. If y is an element of T - {xl, xg, x3}, the 
subspace generated in S8 by aI ,..., anpI and y is a proper subspace of Ss 
containing U, so a subspace of S1 and thus VI # S. Since in all cases VI # S 
wehavedim&an- 1. 
Either we have found an S(2,3, v) of dimension n - 1 or replacing a sub- 
space SO 1 Y of length < i + 1 by another Steiner triple system on Y cannot 
reduce the dimension. But by replacing a subspace SO [ X of length Z(S) - 1 by 
a nondegenerate plane on X we can construct a Steiner triple system S‘ with 
(dim S’) < 3, so at a certain point we must be able to reduce the dimension 
by exactly 1, finding a Steiner triple system of dimension PZ - 1. 
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3. SOME NEW CONSTRUCTIONS OF STEINER SPACES 
Hilton proved in [11] the following: 
LEMMA 1. Let vI be an integer congruent to 1 or 3 (mod 6) and Q an integer 
such that either vz z 1 or 3 (mod 6) or vz = 0 and that 2~ -F 1 < vl . If there 
is a Steiner space of order vz , then there is a Steiner space of order v2 -‘I- (Q - 
4 Q3 . 
If D is a group divisible design, we can construct a linear space whose 
points are the points of D and a point a 6 D, and whose lines are the blocks 
of D and the subsets G u {co}, where G is a group of D. This linear space is 
called the linear space derived from D and is denoted by D’. 
If D is a group divisible design and S C D the group divisible design whose 
set of points is S, whose groups are the subsets G n S, where G is a group of 
D such that G n S # .B and whose blocks are the subsets B n S, where B 
is a block of D such that 1 B n S ] 2 2, is called the restriction of D to S. 
The following lemma can easily be verified. 
LEMMA 2. Let r E N and let S be a GD(3; r) with dim S’ = rt containing at 
least one group G with 1 G \ 2 2. Let V be a set, disjoint from S, ofcardinality 
v where v FZ I or 3 (mod 6) or v = 0 and such that for any: group G of S we 
have v+\G\zI or 3 (mod@ and 2v+l<v+\G\. Then we can 
construct an S(2,3, v + P) on S u V, where lines are: (a), the blocks of S, 
(b) the lines of an arbitrary Steiner triple system on V, (c) the lines of S(X) not 
contained in Vfor each group X of S, where S(X) is a Steiner triple system on 
V U X, contaming V as a subspace. The dimension of a Steiner triple system 
constructed in this way is always > n. 
LEMMA 3. If S is a Steiner triple system and V is a nonempty proper 
subspace of S such that the subsets {V, x) - V, x $ V partition S - V and if 
<v, -G ,a*.> x8) = S implies that s > n then the linear space derived .from the 
group divisible design T having S - V as set of points, the lines of S not 
contained in ‘a subspace <V, x) as blocks and the sets {V, x> - V, where x $Y 
as groups, has dimension > n - 1. If S is dimensional we have dim T’ > n. 
PruoJ We only prove the latter assertion; the other is trivial. 
If Y is a generator of T’ containing co, then T’ has a generator of care 
dinality < 1 Y 1 , not containing co: If co and x are two points of Y, the line 
cox of T’ contains a third point y since I( V, x} - V \ mnst be even. The set 
(Y - { ~1) u { y} is still a generator of T. 
If X is a generator of T, not containing a, one easily verifies that <X)s 
contains two distinct points x1 and x2 E S - V such that (V, x1) = (V, x2)” 
As S is dimensional, (X)s is dimensional and there is a base Y of (X}s 
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containing {x1, x2] such that 1 Y 1 < 1 X 1 . As Vu ((Y - {x1}) n (V - S)) 
generatesSwehave ~~l~lYl~lY-~~~}~+l~~(Y-~~~})n(~- 
S)l + 1 2 7l + 1. 
LEMMA 4. If K is a set of integers and S is a linear space of s points (,Y E ill) 
anddimension n in which we give a weight rn% E N to each point x of S in such a 
way that the points of weight different from 0 generate S and that for any 
line L there is a GD(K, xtEA mt) TL with exactly as many groups of cardinality 
m > 0 as there are points of weight m in L, then there is a GD(K; xsCs- mz) T 
with exactly as many groups of cardinality m > 0 as there are points of weight 
minSandwith&~T’>n. 
Proof For every line L of S construct a GD(K; ztCL mt) TL on UICL 
io x u,..., rntj whose groups are the subsets {Zj x {l,..., mJ, where 1 E L and 
mt # 0. The set of points of T is UzEs {XI] x {l,..., ma}, the groups of T are 
the products {a$ x {l,..., mz}, where x c S and rnz # 0, and the blocks of 
T are the blocks of the group divisible designs TL , where L runs over all 
lines of S. 
The following is an immediate corollary of Lemma 4: 
LEMMA 5. lf R is a set of integers and S is a linear space of s points (s E N) 
and dimension n such that the cardinality of any line of S is an element of i?, 
and tf for any r E R there zs a GD(3, rt) in which all groups have t points 
(t E N - {Ol), then there is a GD(3, st) T m which all groups have t points and 
with &III T’ > n. 
LEMMA 6. If K and L are sets of integers and S is a GD(K s) (s E N), f 
rnt denotes the number af groups oft points of S, tfr E N - {O}, and zyfor any 
k E K there is a GD(L; kr) with k groups of r points, then there is a GD(L, rs) 
Tin which for any t E N - {O} there are exactly rnt groups of rt points. 
Proof For each block B of S construct a GD(L, ] B ] * r) SB on B x 
AL..., r] with groups {p} x {l,..., rj, where p E B. The set of points of T is 
s x {l,..., r), the groups of Tare the sets GX{l,..., r}, where G is a group of S 
and the blocks of Tare the blocks of SB , where B runs over all blocks of S. 
LEMMA 7[9]. A GD(3, VA) T with v groups of A points (v # 0, A # 0) 
exists zjjf one of the following holds: 
(i) v = 1 or 3 (mod 6), 
(ii) v = 0 or 4 (mod 6) and A = 0 (mod 2), 
(iii) v = 5 (mod 6) and A = 0 (mod 3), 
(iv) v = 2 (mod 6), v > 2 and A z 0 (mod 6). 
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LEMMA 8. A group divisible design with blocks of 3 points and 4 groups of 
either 4 or 6 points exists $f the number of groups of 4 points is distinct from 2. 
ProoJ If a group divisible design with blocks of 3 points, 2 groups of 4 
points, and 2 groups of 6 points would exist, by Lemma 2 with v = 3 we 
would get an S(2,3,23), a contradiction. Group divisible designs with blocks 
of 3 points and 4 groups of 4 points or 4 groups of 6 points exist by Lemma 7. 
If S is a T(4,3) and p E S, the restriction of S to S - {p] is a GD({3,4], 11) 
with 3 groups of 3 points and 1 group of 2 points. Lemma 6 with r = 2? 
K = {3,4], and L = {3] yields us a group divisible design with blocks of 
3 points, 3 groups of 6 points, and 1 group of 4 points. If S is a T(4,3) and 
zcl , x2 , x8 are 3 points of S lying on a block, the restriction of S to S - 
{x1, x2, XJ is a GD({3,4], 9) with 3 groups of 2 points and 1 group of 
3 points. By Lemma 6 with r = 2, K = {3,4], and L = {3], we can again 
construct a group divisible design with blocks of 3 points, I3 groups cf 4 
points, and 1 group of 6 points. 
LEMMA 9. A group divisible design with bIocks of 3 points atid 4 groups of 
either 6 or 2 points exists $f either all groups have the same cardinality or there 
is 1 group of 2 points and 3 groups of 6 points. 
Pro05 From a group divisible design with blocks of 3 points, 1 group of 
6 points, and 3 groups of 2 points we could construct an S(2,3, 13) with a 
subspace of 7 points, a contradiction. From a group divisibIe design with 
blocks of 3 points, 2 groups of 6 points, and 2 groups of 2 points we could 
construct an S(2,3, 17), a contradiction. If S is a T(4,3) and pl and p2 are 
2 points of S lying on a same group, the restriction of S to S - {pl ,pd is a 
GD({3, 4jT 10) with 3 groups of 3 points and 1 group of 1 point. By Lemma 6 
with r = 2, K = {3,4], and L = {3}, we can construct a GD({3], 20) with 3 
groups of 6 points and 1 group of 2 points. 
LEMMA 10. A group divisible design with blocks of 3 points and 4 groups of 
either 6 or 8 points exists $f the number of groups of 6 points is distinct from 2. 
Proo$ From a group divisible design with blocks of 3 points, 2 groups of 
6 points, and 2 groups of 8 points, we could construct an S(2,3,29), a 
contradiction. If S is a T(4,4) and p E S, the restriction of S to S - {p) is a 
GD({3,4], 1.5) with 3 groups of 4 points and 1 group of 3 points. Lemma 6 
with Y = 2, K = {3,4], and ~5 = {3] yields us a GD({3], 30) with 3 groups of 
8 points and 1 group of 6 points. If p1 ,p2 , and pz are 3 points lying on a 
block of S, the restriction of S to S - {pl , p2 , pa) is a GD({3,4>, 13) with 1 
group of 4 points and 3 groups of 3 points. Lemma 6 with r = 2, K = {3,4], 
and ,5 = {3> yields us a GD({3], 26) with 3 groups of 6 points and 1 group of 
g points. 
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LEMMA 11. A group divisibIe design with blocks of 3 points, 3 groups of 
6 points, and 1 group of 12 points exists. 
ProoJ Consider a decomposition of the complete graph KG into l- 
factors Al, As, AZ, Ah , A5 . We construct a GD({3}, 10) T with 3 groups of 
2 points and 1 group of 4 points on the set K6 u {AZ , A8 , A* , A&. The groups 
of Tare the elements of A1 , and the subset {AZ , AZ, & , AS} and the blocks 
of T are the subsets {x, y, &}, where {x, JJ} IZ A$ and i > 2. Lemma 6 with 
r = 3 and K = L = {3} gives us a group divisible design with the required 
properties. 
The following lemma is a special case of the main theorem of [14]: 
LEMMA 12. If v # 0, a group divisible design with blocks of 3 points, v 
groups of 3 points, and 1 group of 1 point exists $7~ is even and v + 2. 
LEMMA 13. A group divisible design with blocks of 3 points and with 5 
groups of either 1 or 3 points exists $f there are 0, 1,3, or 4 groups of 1 point. 
Prooj The considered group divisible designs correspond to Steiner 
triple systems S provided with a partition of S into lines and points. Since 
,S’(2, 3, 5) and S(2, 3, 11) do not exist, the cases with 2 or 5 groups of 1 point 
cannot occur. The case with 4 groups of 1 point corresponds to a projective 
plane of order 2 in which a line is distinguished, and the case with 3 groups of 
1 point corresponds to an affine plane of order 3 in which a direction 8 and 
two lines Ll and Lz of 8 are distinguished. A GD({3}, 13} with 4 groups of 
3 points and 1 group of 1 point exists by Lemma 12. A GD({3], 15) with 5 
groups of 3 points exists by Lemma 7. 
LEMMA 14. A group divisible design with blocks of 3 points and with i 
groups of 3 points and 5 - i groups qf 9 points exists for any i = 0, I,..., 5. 
ProoJ If we apply Lemma 6 with r = 3, K = L = {3} to the group 
divisible designs constructed in Lemma 13 we get group divisible designs 
with the required properties and with i = 0, I, 3, and 4. Lemma 7 gives the 
case in which i = 5. We now construct a GD({3, 5}, 11) with 2 groups of 1 
point and 3 groups of 3 points. Lemma 6 with r = 3, K = {3,5), and L = {3] 
then yields us the remaining case in which i = 2. Consider any linear space 
S on a set F’ of 11 points containing exactly 1 line L of 5 points and in which 
all other lines have 3 points. Such linear spaces exist. It is very easy to verify 
that they correspond to 1-factorizations of the complete graph on V - L: 
Each l-factorization of V - L yields us in a trivial way 5 ! isomorphic linear 
spaces on V with the required properties, and each linear space with the 
required properties yields us a l-factorization of V - L. (In fact one can 
construct linear spaces containing exactly 1 line of 5 points and in which all 
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other lines have 3 points for any integer n = 5 (mod 6) [19].) Let B be any 
line of 3 points of S. It is easy to see that B has a point b in common with L. 
Let c be a point on L distinct from b. Through c there are (11 - 5)/2 = 3 
lines of 3 points, one of which say C, is disjoint from B. Through a point d 
not in L u B there are (11 - 1)/2 = 5 lines of 3 points, 2 of which are disjoint 
from B. The line C and still 3 other lines D, E, and $’ are disjoint from B. Of 
these 3 remaining lines of S only 2 have a point in C’, so there exist 3 mutually 
disjoint lines of 3 points in S If we take these 3 mutually disjoint lines and 
the 2 points not lying on any of them as groups and the remaining lines of S 
as blocks, we get a group divisible design with the asserted properties. 
LEMMA 15. A group divisible design with blocks of 3 points, 1 group of 
7point.q and 4 groups of 3 points exists. 
ProojI The set of points of our group divisible design is {l, 2,3,..., 19jz 
The groups are {l, 2, 33 4, 5, 6, q, {S, 9, 101, {ll, 127 13)> {14, 15, 16>, and 
{17, 18, 19). 
The blocks are {lo, 13, 16}, {9, 11, 191, {S, 14, 13, {12, 15, 181, {l, 8, llj> 
U, 9, 141, U, 10, 1% U, 12, 171, U, 13, 1% {l, 16, 191, GA 8, X2}, {2, 9, 16), 
CL 1% 151, CT 11, 171, CA 13, 191, GL 14, 1q, {3, 8, 191, {3, 9, 131, {3, 10, 121, 
{3, 11, 141, {3, 15, 17.h 13, 16, 1% {4, 8, 131, {4,9, 181, {4, IO, 191, {4, 11, 15), 
f4, 1% 141, f4, 16, 171, i5, 8, 161, {5, 9, 121, {5, 10, 13, i.5, 11, 18}, {53 13, 141, 
{5, 15, 1% {6, 8, W, {6, 9, 15>, {6, 1% 141, {6, 13, 17j, {6, 11, 161, {6, 12, 191, 
{7> 8, 151, {7,9, 171, {7, 10, II}, {7,X2,16), {7, 13, 181, {7, 14, 191. 
LEMMA 16. A group divisible design T with blocks of 3 points, 1 group of 
9 points? I group of 7 points, and 3 groups of 3 points exists. 
ProoJ The S(2, 3,25) S containing an S(2,3,9) Sl and a disjoint ,S(2,3,7) 
Sz as subspaces constructed in the proof of Proposition 2.2 of [5] with 
u = 9 and u’ = 7 is easily seen to contain 3 disjoint Iines partitioning the 9 
points in the complement of Sl u & . The groups of T are & , & , and 3 
disjoint lines Ll , L2 , and L8 partitioning the 9 points in the complement of 
,Sl u Sz , and the bIocks of Tare the lines of S distinct from & , .& , and Ls 
and not contained in & or Ss . 
Using the above Lemmas we now construct Steiner spaces for 77 new 
values. 
Let P be a projective space of order 3 and dimension 3, V a plane of P and 
Ll = {u, b, C~ d), iZz = {a, e,x gj, Lz = {a, h, i, jj, L4 = {a> k, l, ml, four lines 
in V. Put Y = {e,A g, /z, i, j, k, 1, m]. If we give to the points of P - V, {a), 
{b, c, d], and Y the weight indicated in Table I, apply Lemma 4 and Lemma 2 
with the value of v given in the table we get a Steiner space of the order given 
in the last column of the table. For any row, the verification that Lemma 4 
and Lemma 2 can indeed by applied is straightforward. 
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TABLE I 
P-V a @, G 4 Y V n 
2 2 0 0 1 57 
2 0 2 0 1 61 
2 0 0 2 I 73 
2 2 0 2 I 75 
2 0 2 2 1 79 
4 4 6 0 3 133 
6 12 0 0 1 175 
6 12 0 0 3 177 
6 6 8 0 1 193 
6 0 0 4 3 201 
6 4 ,o 4 3 205 
6 0 4 4 3 213 
6 12 0 6 1 229 
Applying Lemma I to the spaces constructed in Table I we get 
Steiner spaces of order (2 x 57) + 1 = 115, (2 x 61) + I = 123, (2 x 73) 
+ 1 = 147, (2 x 75) + 1 = 151, 3 x 57 = 171, 3 x 73 = 219, 3 x 79 = 
237, (4 x 57) + 3 = 231, (4 x 61) + 3 = 247, (10 x 61) + 3 = 613, (IO x 
61) + 9 = 619, and (14 x 57) + 7 = 805. 
If we consider an affine space A of order 4 and dimension 3 and give 
weight 2 to all points, apply Lemma 4 and Lemma 2 with ZJ = 1, we get a 
Steiner space of order (2 x 64) + 1 = 129. If we give weight 0 to the points 
of a plane V and weight 2 to all other points, apply Lemma 4 and Lemma 2 
with r~ = 1, we get a Steiner space of order (2 x 48) + 1 = 97. 
If L = {u, U, W, z] is a line of F’ and if we give weight 0 to all points of 
(V - {u, 0, w]) and weight 2 to all other points of A, apply Lemma 4 and 
Lemma 2 with u = 1, we get a Steiner space of order (2 x 51) + I = 103. If 
we give weight 12 to all points of A - V and to the points of L and weight 0 
to all other points, apply Lemma 4 and Lemma 2 with u = 1, we get a 
Steiner space of order (12 x 52) + I = 625. By Hilton’s result we get also a 
Steiner space of order (2 x 103) + 1 = 207. 
If we consider the projective space of order 3 and dimension 4, give weight 
0 to one point and weight 2 to all other points, apply Lemma 4 and Lemma 2 
with v = I, we get a Steiner space of order (2 x 120) + I = 241. If we give 
weight 0 to all points of a hyperplane H except to three collinear points of H 
and weight 2 to these three points as well as to all other points, apply Lemma 4 
and Lemma 2 with v = 1 we get a Steiner space of order (2 x 84) + 1 = 169. 
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If we delete a line from a projective space of order 2 and dimension 4, we 
get a group divisible design T with dim T’ = 3 by Lemma 3. If we give 
weight 3 to all points of T’ and apply Lemma 4 we get a Steiner space of 
order (29 x 3) = 87. If we give weight 1 to co and weight 3 to all points of 
T we get a Steiner space of order (28 x 3) + 1 = 85. 
Let P be a projective space of order 4 and dimension 3, let VI and Vz be two 
planes of P and let p E Vz - V1 . If we give weight 3 to all points of V1 u 
(Vz - {p}) and weight 1 to all other points we get a Steiner space of order 
(3 x 36) + 49 = 157. 
If we give weight 1 to p and weight 3 to all other points we get a Steiner 
space of order (3 x 84) + 1 = 253. 
Let U be a unital of VI and let A = lJgEU (pl - {pl). If we give weight I 
to p, weight 3 to the points of A, and weight 0 to all other points and apply 
Lemma 4, we get a Steiner space of order (36 x 3) + 1 = 109. If we give 
weight 3 top, weight I to the points of A, and weight 0 to all other points we 
get a Steiner space of order 39. By Lemma 1 we get Steiner spaces of order 
3 X 39 = 117 and (6 x 39) +- 1 = 235. 
Let Q be an ova1 of V1, let q be the nucleus of Q, let R be a line of VI 
disjoint from Q u {q} and let 
If we give weight 7 top, weight 3 to the points of B, and weight 0 to all other 
points we get a Steiner space of order (3 x 44) + 7 = 139. If we give weight 
9 to p, weight 3 to the points of B, and weight 0 to the other points we get a 
Steiner space of order (3 x 44) + 9 = 141. 
Let P be a projective space of order 4 and dimension 3? and let A be an 
affine space of order 5 and dimension 3. If we give weight 3 to all points of 
an arbitrary subset S of P (respectively, A) and weight 9 to all points in the 
complement of S, apply Lemma 4 and Lemma 2 with v = 0, we get Steiner 
spaces of order H for all ?z = 3 (mod 6) with 255 < n < 765 (respectivelyz 
375 < TZ < 1, 125). Let p be an element of P (respectively, A), and let V be a 
subset of P (respectively, A) such that V has exactly 1 point in each of the 
sets L - {p], where L runs over all lines containing p. If we give weight 7 to p, 
weight 9 to the points of an arbitrary subset S of V, and weight 3 to all other 
points, apply Lemma 4 and Lemma 2 with v = 0, we get Steiner spaces for 
all n E 1 (mod 6) with 259 < n < 385 (respeciively, 379 < PZ < 565). 
Together with the results in [1 11, this proves the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2 Steiner spaces of order ZJ exist& v = 15,27, 31, 39, md fir 
all u = 1 or 3 (mod 6), v > 45, except possibly D = 51Y 67, 69, and 14s. 
Steiner spaces of order v < 15, v = 19,21, and 25 do not exist (see [4],. [6], 
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or [16]). In [18] we prove the nonexistence of Steiner spaces of order 33, 37, 
and 43, so that the existence of Steiner spaces of order u is solved for all but 
4 values of U. 
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